The Ott-Antonsen ansatz is a powerful tool to extract the behaviors of coupled phase oscillators, but it imposes a strong restriction on the initial condition. Herein, a systematic extension of the Ott-Antonsen ansatz is proposed to relax the restriction, enabling the systematic approximation of the behavior of a globally coupled phase oscillator system with an arbitrary initial condition. The proposed method is validated on the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model of identical phase oscillators. The method yields cluster and chimera-like solutions that are not obtained by the conventional ansatz.
Coupled oscillator systems are important in both the pure science of synchronization phenomena [1] [2] [3] and engineering applications such as electric power grids [4] and wireless communication networks [5] . It also plays a central role in understanding biological phenomena such as neural networks [6, 7] and the synchronous rhythm of cardiomyocytes [8] . The most representative models of coupled phase oscillators are the Kuramoto model [9] and its generalization, the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model [10] . In recent years, Ott and Antonsen [11] proposed a powerful ansatz to analyze these models, and it has deepened the understanding of various behaviors of coupled oscillator systems. The Ott-Antonsen ansatz (OAA) has been successfully employed in systems with various natural frequency distributions [12] [13] [14] and systems with external driving [15, 16] . The OAA essentially reduces a system consisting of numerous coupled phase oscillators to a two-dimensional nonlinear oscillator system [11, 17] . The process is conventionally understood as follows: if the initial distribution of oscillator phases is set to a twoparameter distribution family called the Poisson kernel, the phase distribution after time evolution remains in the Poisson kernel [18] . Thus, the OAA strongly restricts the initial condition, although it is effective for understanding a globally coupled oscillator system. In general, the origin of diversity in the dynamical behaviors of a system can be rooted in both the native properties of oscillators and the initial condition. The restriction of the OAA hinders the full understanding of the dependence of system behaviors on initial conditions. In the present Letter, the OAA is extended to systematically relax the restrictions on the initial distribution for understanding the initialcondition dependence of complicated behaviors in phase oscillator systems.
The present Letter makes three main claims. Firstly, the Poisson kernel appearing in the OAA is claimed to be equivalent to a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution (CLD). Therefore, the OAA is interpreted as follows: if the initial phase distribution is set to a CLD, the phase distribution remains in the distribution family of CLD. Secondly, as an extension of the conventional OAA, it is claimed that if the initial phase distribution is set to a superposition of CLDs, the phase distribution remains in the superposition of CLDs. Consequently, an arbitrary initial condition can be analyzed systematically by approximating the phase distribution as a superposition of CLDs. Thirdly, compared to the conventional OAA, the extended version is more helpful to understand complicated behaviors of the system. To show the advantage, the extended OAA is employed for the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model of identical phase oscillators, and it yields a variety of dynamical behaviors including a cluster solution [19, 20] that could not be obtained by the conventional OAA.
To overview the derivation of the OAA, let us consider a system of N phase oscillators globally coupled via mean-field couplings, i.e., the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model [10] :θ
where θ i denotes the phase of the i th oscillator, ω i the natural frequency of the oscillator i, K the coupling constant between the oscillators, and α a constant. Many interesting phenomena are known for cases with distributed natural frequencies [12] [13] [14] [21] [22] [23] . The natural frequency distribution is assumed to be g(ω). In the thermodynamic limit, i.e., N → ∞, by the self-averaging property, the empirical distribution of oscillator phases with a natural frequency ω,
evolves by the following nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation [3, 9, 24] :
In Eq. (2) , N ω denotes the number of oscillators with a natural frequency ω, and the sum is taken over all oscillators of a natural frequency ω. The Kuramoto order parameter z(t) is defined as [9, 25] 
It is convenient to Fourier expand the empirical distribution by Θ s (θ) = exp (isθ):
By using the above expansion, according to the linear independence of Θ s , the Fokker-Planck equation (3) is expressed aṡ
Note that the expansion coefficient p ω s (t) is related to the characteristic function φ ω (s, t) := dθ exp (isθ) P (θ, t|ω) for the empirical distribution by p ω s (t) = φ ω (−s, t)/2π according to the orthogonality of the basis {Θ s } (s ≥ 0). In general, Eq. (7) has an infinite hierarchy and cannot be solved. In order to resolve the hierarchy, Ott and Antonsen [11] assumed that there exists an appropriate complex variable A ω (t) and
holds for all nonnegative numbers of s ≥ 0. This ansatz for the expansion coefficients {p ω s }, i.e., Eq. (8), is called the OAA. The OAA is found to be equivalent to
for all nonnegative s ≥ 0 with appropriate real variables γ ω (t) and µ ω (t). The simplest distribution function with such a characteristic function is a CLD. The parameters µ ω and γ ω play the roles of the location and half-width at half-maximum of the peak in CLD, respectively. The Ott-Antonsen manifold is a two-dimensional manifold that is the invariant of the empirical distribution family under a time evolution, and it has been discussed in relation to the Poisson kernel [18] . From the above argument, the Poisson kernel is equivalent to a CLD, which is a family of distributions characterized by two parameters: peak location and half-width at half-maximum. The manifold formed by these two parameters is the Ott-Antonsen manifold. In discussions on coupled phase oscillator systems using the OAA, the natural frequency distribution g(ω) is often assumed to be a CLD [11] . However, if the initial phase distribution in the ensemble of oscillators with the same natural frequency is taken as a CLD, the phase distribution at any time is given by a CLD, and it is not related to the frequency distribution g(ω).
By introducing a complex variable A ω := exp [−γ ω (t) + iµ ω (t)], from the evolution equation (7) with the OAA (8), the evolution for A ω is given aṡ
When a phase distribution is assumed to be a CLD, the evolution equation (10) is straightforwardly obtained by averaging the dynamics (1). By introducing a complex variable A i = exp [iθ(t)], Eq. (1) is rewritten in the same form as Eq. (10):
When the phase distribution for oscillators with the natural frequency ω is given by a CLD
the averaged quantityĀ ω := j∈ω A j /N ω is given by the pole of P CL (θ|µ ω (t), γ ω (t)) in the thermodynamic limit asĀ
Thus, the set of oscillators obeying the CLD is reduced to a single oscillator with a complex phase evolving with Eq. (11) . It is concluded that the OAA is a reduction method for degrees of freedom owing to the representative property of a pole in a CLD. As discussed above, the conventional OAA considers only the case where the initial phase distribution is a CLD. In the analysis of systems with distributed natural frequencies [11] [12] [13] [14] , the OAA restricts the initial distribution of a phase oscillator group with each frequency ω to a CLD. Consequently, the CLD for each frequency evolves as per Eq. (7) .
To extend the conventional OAA, it is worth mentioning that, in Eq. (7), oscillators belonging to different CLDs interact only through the Kuramoto order parameter z. This is true even when the natural frequency distribution is significantly sharp. Then, it is possible to consider the case where the width of the natural frequency distribution around a certain frequency ω approaches zero. In this case, it is concluded that the phase distribution of oscillators with the natural frequency ω is given by a superposition of CLDs satisfying the OAA. To formulate this idea, for simplicity, let us consider a set of phase oscillators with a single natural frequency. By dividing the N oscillators into M groups, the empirical distribution of the ν th group is formally defined as
where the sum is taken for all oscillators in the ν th group Ω ν and N ν is the number of oscillators in Ω ν of O(N ). Consequently, oscillators belonging to different groups interact only via the Kuramoto order parameter. If the initial distribution of P ν is a CLD, the time evolution is exactly given by the OAA. In other words, if the initial phase distribution is given as a superposition of M CLDs, the empirical distribution at any time remains to be a superposition of M CLDs:
where r ν := N ν /N is the ratio of the ν th distribution. Because the conventional OAA holds for each group, the evolution equation is given aṡ
where A ν corresponds to the characteristic function of P ν (θ, t), which is assumed to be a CLD. In this framework, the Ott-Antonsen manifold is extended to 2Mdimensions. That is, if the superposition of arbitrary CLDs is set as an initial phase distribution, the time evolution of the phase distribution is exactly given. This fact is useful for systematically approximating the behavior of a system starting from an arbitrary initial distribution.
The approximated system behavior can be obtained with arbitrary accuracy if the initial phase distribution is approximated as a superposition of CLDs to the required accuracy.
To guarantee the correctness of the above extension of the OAA, it is worth mentioning its mathematical background. The conventional OAA is interpreted as follows: if the initial phase distribution is a CLD, the phase distribution remains in the CLD family at any arbitrary time. The evolution equation for the distribution function is given through the characteristic function. The characteristic function is the Fourier transform of the distribution function, and the Fourier transform is a linear transformation. Therefore, the evolution of the superposition of CLDs is given by the superposition of characteristic functions, and the OAA holds for each CLD.
Finally, in order to show the advantage of the higherdimensional version of OAA, let us consider a variety of solutions including a cluster solution [19, 20] and chimera-like solution [23] in the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model [10] of identical phase oscillators. Under the extended OAA, the variable A ν obeys the dynamics given by Eq. (16) , where the Kuramoto order parameter z is evaluated using Eq. (17) . The conventional OAA corresponds to the case of M = 1, and the evolution equation for z is given aṡ
Because |z| ≤ 1 and the real part of the coefficient for z in the right-hand side of Eq. (18) gives the growth rate of |z|, |z| increases monotonically to |z| → 1 when the coupling is attractive, i.e., cos α > 0. Therefore, in this case, all the oscillators become in phase. On the other hand, if the coupling is repulsive, i.e., cos α < 0, |z| decreases monotonically to |z| → 0. In the conventional OAA, because identical oscillators are considered and z = A ω = exp (−γ + iµ) in this case, z → 0 implies a uniform distribution of oscillator phases. However, it is known that complicated behaviors appear in systems with repulsive coupling [19, 20, 23, 26] , even if the system consists of identical oscillators. A typical example is a cluster solution [19, 20] . In the repulsive case, there is a possibility that multiple clusters exist and cancel each other's phase effects to satisfy z = 0, but this phenomenon cannot be described by the conventional OAA, in which z = 0 implies a uniform phase distribution.
On the other hand, the extended OAA retains the possibility of nontrivial phase distributions satisfying z = 0. By decomposing A ν into z and its variation around z as A ν = z + ∆ ν , the dynamics for z and ∆ ν are obtained aṡ
Note that, in the dynamics of z for the extended OAA, a nonlinear term with respect to ∆ ν has been added to the dynamics of z for the conventional OAA Eq. (18) . Because of this nonlinearity, we cannot simply conclude that attractive coupling, i.e., cos α > 0, leads to a synchronous solution and that repulsive coupling, i.e., cos α < 0, leads to an asynchronous solution. By taking a complicated initial distribution, a nontrivial behavior that is not predicted by the conventional OAA may occur. In fact, in the case of M = 3, a nontrivial cluster solution with z = 0 is numerically observed. The solution of Eq. (16) and the direct numerical solution of Eq. (1) for the repulsive case are shown in Fig. 1 . The solutions for Eqs. uniformly distributed after a long time. Note that such a chimera-like [23] cluster solution cannot be obtained by the conventional OAA as mentioned above. When the initial values for A k (k = 1, 2, 3) are identical, the results are the same as in the conventional OAA, i.e., A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 all become to correspond to characteristic functions of uniform distributions; in other words, A k = 0. As the difference between the initial values of A k increases, the solutions A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 gradually split, resulting in a nontrivial cluster solution. Nontrivial dynamical behavior is observed even in the attractive coupling case, as shown in Fig. 3 . The Kuramoto order parameter |z| increases with oscillation, whereas |z| increases monotonically in the prediction of the conventional OAA. As shown in Fig. 4 , it is possible to predict the chimera-like state in the transient regime by using the extended version of the OAA.
Several numerical experiments have shown that the stability of z is independent of M . Numerically, synchronous solutions of |z| = 1 were obtained for the attractive case, i.e., cos α > 0, and asynchronous solutions of z = 0 were obtained for repulsive case, i.e., cos α < 0, for several initial conditions. In other words, the behav- Fig. 1 . The site indices 0 to 10 5 − 1, 10 5 to 2 × 10 5 − 1, and 2 × 10 5 to 3 × 10 5 − 1 correspond to the oscillators belonging to the clusters of A1, A2, and A3, respectively. The panels (a)-(d) correspond to the snapshots at t = 0, 5, 10, 15, respectively. For the convenience of viewing, the points are plotted by thinning out at a rate of 1/250. ior of the Kuramoto order parameter z after a long time is independent of the initial condition. However, the behavior of z after a long time with respect to the general initial condition is not analytically guaranteed. The relation between the behavior of z after a long time and the initial condition remains to be clarified in the future. To conclude, the OAA, which is a method for reducing the high number of degrees of freedom of globally coupled phase oscillators to a two-dimensional manifold, has been extended for reduction to a high-dimensional manifold. The conventional two-dimensional Ott-Antonsen manifold has been clarified to be a manifold of a CLD, which is characterized by two parameters. Owing to the representative property of the poles of a CLD, the manybody problem of phase oscillators has been reduced to a single oscillator problem under the conventional OAA. By taking advantage of the linearity of the characteristic function with respect to the superposition of empirical distributions, the extension of OAA has been realized by the superposition of CLDs. Since the extended OAA is exact in the thermodynamic limit, it would be a powerful tool to investigate the behaviors of a system consisting of many phase oscillators. Moreover, this extension enables the systematic approximation of the behavior of coupled phase oscillator systems with arbitrary initial conditions. The extended OAA has been employed for the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model of identical phase oscillators to show a variety of dynamical behaviors, such as a chimera-like cluster solution, which cannot be obtained by the conventional OAA. The conventional chimera state was found in the case where couplings depend on the distances between the oscillators [23] . On the other hand, the chimera-like state found in the present study occurs in a situation where there is no concept of distance. This fact may deepen the understanding of the origin of complicated behaviors of oscillator systems. With the extended OAA, complicated behaviors have been obtained even in a system of phase oscillators with a single natural frequency. The proposed method can be applied to a wide range of phase oscillator systems, as long as the number of oscillators is sufficiently large. In the future, it will be applied to more interesting cases with distributed natural frequencies. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI grants numbered JP17H06469 and JP19K20360.
